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1. Open your browser - (Tournament Software works best in Google Chrome, other browsers are 

    also supported).

2. Visit www.tennistouch.net

3. Select “myTOUCH Account”

4. Input user name and password.

    Click enter or “Sign in”.

    Do not share password!

5. Click “TOURNAMENTS” in top menu.

6. Select Data Owner.

7. To start a new tournament, click on             icon.

8. Input relevant tournament data. 

Tournament status explanation:

Public status - 3 types - OFFLINE, 

PRIVATE, PUBLIC. We reccomend

private or offline while you are still preparing

the tournament. Once you have finished

inputing data, and creating draws switch to 

public (clicking on        icon next to your tour public (clicking on        icon next to your tour 

name you can edit all this data at any time). 

Once the tournament is set to PUBLIC it is visible to everyone.

9. Press “Save” after you are finished with input. If you wish to quit without saving, press “Cancel”.
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10. Click on “Events”.  After that, click on plus icon         . Here you can set players’ age, sex, 

      tournament type, number of players and draw size.

11. Also look under match rules in case you need to change number of sets etc. Once you finish

     input, press “Save”. Pressing “Save and New” will save existing event and open a new one. 

     Cancel quits this window without saving. 

12. Importing the list of players starts with Microsoft Excel. 

a) Open new Microsoft Office Excel Worksheet

b) Header (first row of excel fields) must be formatted with these descriptions: 

    POSITION, Family_name, First_name, SEED, RANK, YOB, STATUS. 
    Ordering of this elements is not relevant, however naming should be exactly the same.

    If you do not know all the info - Year of Birth, for example, leave out YOB.
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13. Next step, after inputing all available data, is saving as a *.CSV file. 

      Press  File          Save As then: 

      - choose location, 

      - under File name - name the file, 

      - under Save as Type choose: CSV (Comma delimited) 
         (it is important to save as CSV, so that database could

          interpret the data correctly).          interpret the data correctly).

14. After saving the file, return to Tournament

      Software, press “List of players 

      male/female” depending on which list 

      you wish to import. In our example, it is 

      Boys under 12 (B12MD.csv)

15. Press “Choose file”, find your saved csv file on previously

      saved location, choose it - double click or press “Open”.

16. After that, press “Import players”. The list will appear shortly after, meaning all excel 

      preparations have been done correctly. You can proceed with Creating a Draw.
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17. Click on “Events” to start creating a draw.

18. Click on Draw event name (left).

Clicking on Draw 8 in our example, (encircled on the 

right) will later show a prepared draw :

19. Once you entered Draw Event (B12 SiMD in example), press “Players in draw” and 

      “Prepare for sign in”. This will open a list of imported players.

20. Now, choose “Draw” and press “Prepare for Draw”. 

      Empty places are set, it is time to add 

      players to their positions and define seeds.

21. Click on             icon.

At any point of tournament, you can correct names

of players. Or any other corrections in the draw.

After every correction make sure you pressed 

“Correct names”.
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22. Choose players according to their positions in the draw. Under collumn “Player”, clicking on the

   arrow will open the list of players (ordered the same as in .csv file). Select players in each

   row. Seeds are already in place, add only seed number. 

      If there are more seeds than set by default, add them manually:  

      Under collumn “Type of items in draw” press on the arrow and choose “SEEDED”. Add seed 

      number after that (on the right). Type of items in draw also contains option “QUALIFICATION” - 

      if the player in that row is from qualifications round.      if the player in that row is from qualifications round. Also, place “BYE”s here, if there are any in 

      the draw (of course, player’s name in that row should then be empty). 

23. Once you have finished positioning the players 

      in the draw, press“SAVE”. “Cancel” quits this 

      step without saving

24. Draw will be finished only after you press “End of draw”.

Pressing         icon (on the left of the trashcan) enables you 

to edit every record seperatley.

25. Draw is prepared and matches are ready for tracking.

Once again, do not forget pressing “Correct names”

after any change you make.

26. Pressing            icon next to “TOURNAMENT DATA”, 

      will show you all the info of your tournament and all open events.
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1. Create a new tournament as explained in Chapter one points 1 to 18.

2. Choose “Players in draw” and press “Prepare for sign in”.

3. Click on           icon.

4. In this step you will create pairs of players and save them. “Player 1” collumn contains all the 

    players that you have imported. “Player 2” collumn is empty (image on the left). Now you have to

    pair the players by clicking on the arrow (encircled on the left image). Clicking the arrow opens

    a list with all the names. Choose the one you need, and repeat for every pair.

5. Once you create doubles, press “Save”. “Cancel” quits this step without saving.

6. Now, choose “Draw”, press 

   “Prepare for draw”.
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7. Press           icon to position doubles within

    the draw.

8. Players are already paired, now choose each pair and position them to their places in the draw,

    mark seeds (see Chapter one - point 22).

9. After setting up the pairs press “Save”.

   “Cancel” will quit this step without saving it.

10. After that press “End of Draw”.

11. This Event is prepared, matches are in the list ready for tracking.
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If you already have a created tournament adding doubles starts with:

1. Opening a new event. Under “Events”, reached by clicking on tournament name on main menu.

2. Repeat procedure explained in Chapter one - Creating a tournament, under points 10 and 11.

3. After that, repeat Chapter two - Creating a Doubles Draw, from point 2 to point 11.
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Once all the results are inputed (using Live Tracker or manually through Tournament Software),

you need to complete the events and tournament.

1. Press “EVENTS”. 

2. You are now back to your list of events.  

3. If all the matches have been finished, the winner of the event will be automatically added:

4. In order to finish with this event - B12 Si MD - press 

5. Event status will change to “FINISHED”. Repeat this for any and all other events you may have 

    in your tournament.

6. Once all events have finished, it is time to complete the tournament. 

7. Edit main tournament info by pressing the           icon.
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8. Change “TOURNAMENT STATUS” to “FINISHED”. 

9. Press “SAVE”. 

10. Your Tournament is completed.
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